THE GAMES OF EMERGENCY

“In the 20 months of the Indian Emergency,” says The Guardian (London), “the cartoons of Abu were often the only note of dissent allowed to appear in print.” Abu’s targets included editors who proved “more loyal than the censors”, the Youth Congress, the hasty Constitutional Amendments (signed by a pliable President), Family Planning—in short, all of what he calls, the Games of Emergency.

Few cartoonists were as telling as Abu in these cartoons—and that, too, at a time when most lips were sealed.
IT WOULD APPEAR THAT HE KNEW ABOUT OUR 20-POINT PROGRAMME!
PRIVATE VIEW

DON'T YOU THINK WE'VE GOTTEN A LOVELY CENSOR OF HUMOUR?

4.7.75
PRIVATE VIEW

If the States are to decide on compulsory sterilisation, is it safe to travel on the Grand Trunk Express?

7.4.76
YOU'VE GUESSED IT! V IS FOR VASECTOMY

30.3.76